
Doing good 
TM through easy-to-use and powerful 

Giving Forms

More donors. More gifts. More missional impact. With FlexFormz 
you can increase conversion rates, provide more giving options, 
integrate with your existing databases or CRM, get easy reporting 
and management, highly customize each form and page, and much, 
much more. FlexFormz has already helped numerous organizations 
just like yours significantly increase their online giving simply by 
making it easier for donors to give and easier for you to manage.



More donations through contextual giving 
A FlexFormz can be placed anywhere on your 
WordPress website, offering your donors the chance 
to give within the context of what they are reading 
or responding to without ever leaving the page and 
cutting abandonment dramatically.

More flexibility through cutting edge 
payment Options
FlexFormz offers your donors a wide range of state-
of-the-art giving options. From Apple Pay to instant, 
authenticated bank account payments, your donors 
will save time, and you will gain income by making it 
as easy as possible to give.

More impact with custom and easy to build 
forms
FlexFormz are built with a state-of-the-art 
WordPress plugin that makes it easy to add and 
customize forms. If you know how to use WordPress, 
you know how to use FlexFormz.

More control without commitments
FlexFormz have NO setup fees, NO monthly fees, 
NO annual fees. The only fees that apply are a result 
of your nonprofit organization generating more 
revenue with FlexFormz.
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Contact Us

The Digizent team is truly international, with design, 
project management, and technical teams working 
out of our Puebla, Mexico office. Strategic and creative 
direction, along with copywriting, are provided by our 
Dallas-Fort Worth Metroplex-based team. 

Team members are graduates of a variety of  
prestigious universities in Mexico, Europe, and 
the United States. Degrees cover a wide range of 
specialties including computer science, information 
design, project management, graphic and interactive 
design, international business, and communications. 
Digizent offers innovation and results in the digital 
arena that few digital groups of any size can match. 

Our team is proud to serve you!

Doing good 
TM

 for you

www.digizent.com

We discovered Digizent FlexFormz 
solution in the 12th hour as we were 
about to make a key decision between 
two options to improve our online giving 
platform and thinking we were headed 
toward “build our own.” However, once 
we saw the demo for FlexFormz, the 
decision couldn’t have been easier. 
Integration went smoothly into our 
current CRM. Extra things we needed 
were carefully reviewed, defined, and 
implemented. The Digizent team’s 
creativity, testing, quality checks, 
implementation, ongoing support, and 
affordable costs have exceeded our 
needs and expectations. Their service 
has been so good we asked them to do 
our website makeover as well. We have 
no reservations in highly recommending 
the Digizent team and FlexFormz for your 
digital needs.


